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A White t-shirt  
Substitution: Cream, light pink or 

light blue t-shirt.

A Black T-Shirt. 
Substitution: Dark Grey/Charcoal or Navy 

t-shirt.

A Black and white striped shirt 
 Substitution: Dark blue/navy and white striped 
shirt; a polka-dot shirt; another print in neutral 

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need
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A black top  
Substitution: Your favorite deep colored or jewel-

toned top. 

A light weight chambray button  
Substitution: A medium-blue chambray shirt

A white blouse  
Substitution: Cream, ivory, medium grey, or blue 

blouse.

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need
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A black semi-structured blazer  
Substitution: A grey or navy blazer, whichever 

style fits you best.

A light tan relaxed pullover sweater 
Substitution: A light grey, cream or 

A textured grey cardigan 
Substitution: A light grey, navy or black 

cardigan.

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need
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A black leather moto jacket  
Substitution: Chestnut, taupe or grey moto 
jacket or a medium brown suede jacket.

Black pencil skirt  
Substitution: black or dark neutral a-line skirt.

A black dress can be layered with shirts 
will provide maximum versatility, but it's not 

mandatory. 
Substitution: Medium to dark grey dress.

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need
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Dark wash straight-legged jeans 
 You can also wear skinny or 

bootcut, depending on your preference. 
Substitution: Black or dark grey; trouser or 

bootcut jeans.

Dark wash skinny jeans  
Substitution: Any color skinny jean or light to 

medium wash boyfriend jeans.

Black skinny pants 
Substitution: Dark grey slim pants.

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need
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Black heels  
Substitution: Charcoal pumps; black pumps in 

your favorite heel height and style.

Black or neutral flats  
Substitution: Grey, metallic or leopard flats.

Black booties  
Substitution: Low heeled or wedged booties in 

black or grey leather or suede.

Black sneakers 
Substitution: White or light grey; slip-on street 

shoes instead of sneakers.

Brown knee-high boots  
Substitution: Black or grey knee-high or over-

the knee boots.

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need

Own Need
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Outfit 

A black envelope clutch  
Substitution: Black, grey, burgundy, or metallic 

small chain purse.

NeedOwn

Neutral leather crossbody bag  
Substitution: Your favorite fall shade, metallic, or 

grey crossbody bag.

NeedOwn

Black shoulder bag  
Substitution: Black or grey leather tote.

NeedOwn
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Drop me a note at style@stephaniehicks.co with your results! I’d love your feedback.

NeedOwn

1” approx. black belt  
Substitution: Select the width that works best for 

you and fits your pants loops.

A multi-grey mid-weight scarf 
Substitution: Grey, black, camel, or your 

favorite fall shade or print.

NeedOwn

Own

Sunglasses 
Any color or style to fit your face.

Need
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